
Making Mornings Easier
If you are returning to the workplace, or if it’s 7me to consider childcare op7ons for you toddler, there are some 

prac7cal ways that you can make this transi7on easier for you both. All change is difficult, for both adults and 
children alike, so remember you are not alone in this.

What to do!

Know your own Stress 
Signals!
The busy rushing and racing morning rou7ne to get 
out the door, can cause our nervous systems to 
become overac7ve. When this happens, we can 
become stressed and send out our own personal 
stress signals into the atmosphere. Poten7ally these 
signals can provoke our Toddler to have their own 
personal meltdown. The key here is to acknowledge 
what is happening and follow 7ps 2-5 below.

GeFng yourself and everybody else ready to get out 
the door on a busy weekday morning can be a rush. The 
busy hustle-bustle of the morning rou7ne can 
some7mes trigger a toddler tantrum. There are five 
essen7al steps to remember to support an easy 
morning rou7ne and help everybody get out the door 
calmly and playfully.

Tip No. 2.  Know The 
Rumbling Signs: 

Steps to help busy new morning rou6nes!!!



You may begin to see your Toddler emiFng some very 
common “rumbling signs.” Rumbling signs are the 
signs that let us know that a meltdown or a code red is 
imminent. And the good news is, if you can catch your 
Toddler in the “rumbling stage,” then there are many 
things you can do to avoid an escala7on into a full-on 
Code Red meltdown. 

Know your Toddler’s 
Rumbling Signs 

Don’t forget to breathe

Distract and use the Visual Story

Just like your Toddler, you too will have some 
“rumbling signs”. When you sense those signs, the 
most important thing to do is breathe. Five, slow deep 
breaths, will ease your nervous system and will help 
to reduce your stress signals and prevent any more 
“oil” being poured on the “fire”.

The next step is to distract your Toddler as quickly as 
possible.  Perhaps use the visual social story from our 
previous ar7cle as a prompt, to remind them that we 
are in a normal rou7ne, and this is the plan. If that is 
too burdensome a task at this moment, consider all 
sorts of ridiculous and bizarre ways to distract them 
from their “rumbling” phase. Check out our Tip On 
This Strategy .

Try and find a playful way to help your Toddler to 
regulate. A lovely way to do this is to show them what 
you look like when you feel a bit “loopy loo loos,” pull 
a funny face, and act it out for them. The funnier, 
whackier, and more humorous, the beRer; this will 
help you both to move out of the stuck “rumbling 
“stage and into a more playful rou7ne that gets you 
both out the door as calmly as possible. 

Playful Regula6on

If you would like any further support or advice, Camilla is available for a consulta7on. You can contact her at 
camilla@toddler-talk.com, or you can call her on 087-6771376 to arrange. 

https://toddler-talk.com/resources/toddler-tantrum-toolkit/toddler-tantrums-top-10-tips/know-signs
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